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11th [AC14]. 15th [DH08]. 19th [GC13].


5 [AKA09]. 5.0 [LKJ+11].

7.0 [LGW+14]. 7th [VG14].

[MWL+15, OVI+12]. encoded [KVK+11]. Encryption [SMOP15]. End
[BPF+18]. End-to-End [BPF+18]. Energy
[DSK15, DLBM18, DPH19, KLD16, LP15, CA11]. Energy-Efficient
[DLBM18, CA11]. Energy-Reliability [DSK15]. Engines
[XCG+09, YXC+11]. Enhanced [JCCM09, ZCL15, ZCL16]. Enhancement
[ABCC09]. Enhancing [GKM+12, MCN12, TYB18]. Ensembles [OKA19].
Entropy [FK08]. Environment [MCL+13]. Equations [GFL+15]. Error
[DVK15, PD15, ZNA+18]. Estimation
[DHL18, DNL19, WPS18, AHAM+19]. ETA [PEM+09]. Evaluating
[LAL13, PB18, WGG16]. Evaluation
[BDX+19, KY18, LOM10, NJLW14, SMOP15]. Evaluations [KGS+12].
Evolution [CBS+12]. Evolvable [DS15]. Exact [OROS+19]. Example
[SP20]. Execution [DSK15]. Exotic [FT17]. Experiment [QRDC+15].
Exploitation [INF+14, MAK+12]. Exploiting
[BG15, CA11, EAGE+09, GER19, LCS14, LZ19, MCD+18, PVB13].
Exploration [BPF+18, EWL15, UNBR14, HLL10, LKJ+11]. Exploring
[JTL10, MWL+15, SPS12]. Exponentiation [dDELVP13]. Expressions
Extension [GB+11, GFBF12, MWK+12]. Extraction [GNM+15].

Fabric [BHB14, WHQ+08, SPS12]. Fabrics [KA17]. Factor [LRA13].
Factored [KAL14]. Fast [AVCP20, BAG15, BPF+18, BDD19, CSK17,
HU10, JCGW20, JM14, NW11, UNBR14, YGH+18, ZWM19, SSF+13, SP20].
Fault [BKT14, JCG+12, RLY+15]. Fault-Tolerant [BKT14, RLY+15].
FCCM'16 [Bak18]. FeatherNet [MHS+19]. Feel [AB20]. FEM [BG17].
Field [AC14, CAPA+09, DPHT19, SCC10]. Field-Programmable
[AC14, DPHT19, SCC10]. Filter [BPCC09]. Filtering [LP15]. Filters
[CNE+15]. Financial [TB10]. Fine [KD19, RBR16, ZNA+18].
Fine-Grained [RBR16, ZNA+18, KD19]. Fingerprint [XJD+16]. Finite
[NJLW14, SLH+10, GDH11]. Finite-Difference [NJLW14]. FINN
[BPF+18]. FINN-R [BPF+18]. FIR [LP15]. First [LAA+17]. Fixed
[RGCL16, WL10, WMG+10]. Fixed- [WL10]. flexibility [LW08]. Flexible
[DS15, LBRS16, LZ19, MCD+18]. FlexSaaS [CNZ+18]. Flight [QRDC+15].
Floating [FL16, HU10, OBD13, RC10, USY17, WL10, WS16, dDELVP13].
Floating-Point [FL16, HU10, OBD13, USY17, WL10, WS16, dDELVP13].
Floorplan [KSC10]. Floorplanning [MSSM10]. Flow
[BNW+10, BM16, HBB14, GKM+12, KA17, RLY+15, SCC10, ZG16].
Footprint [CW09]. Fourier [SP20]. FPGA
[AZX+19, AVCP20, ABC09, AB20, BCE+10, BAG15, BPF11, BDGH15,
BE19, BYB18, CA11, Che11, CW09, CCF+18, CS17, CZ10, DW13, DVF15,
DHL+18, DL19, DL09, EAAAA19, FRS+15, FL+17, GP13, GFBF12,
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heterogeneity [LKJ⁺11]. Heterogeneous
[ASGY12, AHL⁺14, BPCC09, CNE⁺15, CCF⁺18, GFL⁺15, KSCC10, KP14, OVI⁺12, TZWZ15, UAS16, YB18, PMKM11, SPS12]. Hiding
[MMMT09, THK12]. Hierarchies [YFW⁺17]. High
[BGSL17, BS15, CH10, CKG⁺10, DHL⁺18, EAGEG09, HNS⁺10, HLC⁺15, IPC14, MH15, NBS13, OROS⁺19, PBBP18, RC10, SPM⁺10, SGM09, SSC16, TB10, USY17, WBC16, WBR18, ZBC⁺09, MAK⁺12, PANBI11].

High-Accuracy [DHL⁺18]. High-Efficiency [PBBP18]. High-Level
[BGSL17, BS15, CH10, CKG⁺10, DHL⁺18, EAGEG09, HNS⁺10, HLC⁺15, IPC14, MH15, NBS13, OROS⁺19, PBBP18, RC10, SPM⁺10, SGM09, SSC16, TB10, USY17, WBC16, WBR18, ZBC⁺09, MAK⁺12, PANBI11].

High-Performance [BGSL17, BS15, CH10, CKG⁺10, DHL⁺18, EAGEG09, HNS⁺10, HLC⁺15, IPC14, MH15, NBS13, OROS⁺19, PBBP18, RC10, SPM⁺10, SGM09, SSC16, TB10, USY17, WBC16, WBR18, PANBI11].
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[BAG15, CZ09, SDM⁺18]. Images [TZWZ15]. Impact [HBA⁺15, KLD16]. Implementation [AV13, BAG15, DNL19, GRG08, HF14, LGD⁺14, MKP09, OBD13, RC10, SV09, SAD10, CA11, SSF⁺13]. Implementations
[BDGH15, FLM⁺17]. Implemented [PVB13]. Implementing [BKT14, BNW⁺10, SG15]. Imprecise [SBC15]. Improve
[BYB18, LZF⁺10, SDG12]. Improved [GHO17, JCCM09]. Improving [LZ19, YKBS10]. In-Circuit [KS20]. In-Depth [CCF⁺18]. In-the-Cloud
[BDX⁺19]. Incremental [GGR⁺18, GL08]. Independent [PMC⁺14]. Index
[BAG15]. Index-Aware [BAG15]. Inference
[BYB18, GZY⁺18, MCD⁺18, OKA19, RHLK18]. Information [GSJC13]. Infrastructure [HBA⁺15, HHI⁺13]. Input [CAPA⁺09, FK08]. Insertion
[LOM10]. Instance [RLM⁺17]. Instance-Specific [RLM⁺17]. Instruction
[GB11, WBR18, YGH⁺18]. Instruction-Set [GB11]. Instructions [LCS14]. Integration
[GS10, JRHK15, LRA13, YBS16]. Intensive [ZG16].

[AC14, DH08, VG14]. Interrupt [AB20]. Intra [GNM⁺15, HF14].

Intra-cluster [GNM⁺15]. Intra-Masking [HF14]. Intrinsic [MHK⁺08]. Introduction
[AC14, BK18, BC14, BE19, BL08, CS17, CHE16, CPW18, CHE11, CWBD09, DC16, GC13, HÜH12, STJ09, VG14, AN09]. Introspection
[GGR⁺18]. Invariant [PD15]. IP [IZ0⁺10]. IPs [EAAAA19]. IR [ZG16].

Isolated [MMMT09]. Issue [AC14, CWBD09, DC16, HÜH12, VG14].

Itemset [ZZJB13]. Itemsets [PBPLA17]. Iterative [LZ19, BC11].


Optimizations [HLC+15]. Optimized [GS10, LDJ+17, SBC10, YFW+17]. Optimizing [BAMR13, BC11, Kap16, LFN+18, UCR+19, WGGR16, WGGR17]. Option [JTL09]. Options [FT17], Order [BGSL17, WBR16, WBR18], Oriented [TL11, VL11, WHQ+08]. Oscillator [YKBS10, ZH12]. Out-of-Order [WBR16, WBR18]. Over-Clocking [DB15], Overclocking [SBC15].

Overhead [DHL+18, KS15]. Overlays [JCGW20, LA17].


Parameters [DW13]. Parametric [SC08].

Parser [LBRS16]. Parser-Based [LBRS16].


Pattern [LYZ+18]. Pay [EAAAA19]. Pay-per-use [EAAAA19]. Pentium(R) [LYS+08]. Per-Module [DHL+18]. Perfecto [HLL08].

Performance [CH10, CKG+10, EAGEG09, HNG09, HNS+10, LP15, MH15, PDH11, SPM+10, SDG12, SSC16, TL11, Tak17, TB10, TOS17, USY17, UNBR14, WPSI18, WBR18, WGGR17, BC11, GP13, HGLS11, PANBI11]. Performance-Oriented [TL11], Perl [LT09], Perturb [GL08]. PEs [GRG08]. PGAS [AGY+11]. Physical [INF+14, MVGB15, SMOP15].


Preserving [PVA+09, RHLK18]. Pricing [FT17, JTL09, KLC11].

Processes [FLM+17, GFBF12, VTN09, WPSI18, WBR18, IYY+11, LJS11].
Production [UHU09]. Productivity [KGS15]. Profiling [EWL15].
Profiling-Based [EWL15]. Program [PD15]. Program-Invariant [PD15].
Pulses [PEM+09]. Purpose [AJYH18, GFBF12, GPP08, LGD+14]. Purposes [BHI15].


CH10, CPN+09, MHS09, SLH+10, SC08. Single [CSK17, LKJ+11].
single-driver [LKJ+11]. Skew [SB08]. Sliding [CFBS15, SSC16].
Sliding-Window [CFBS15, SSC16], SMP [MSF16], SoC [LBRS16]. SoCs
[MCD+18, WGGR16]. Soft [AB14, AJYH18, CBFM14, DVK15, Kap16,
LA17, PD15, TOS17, WPSI18, WBR16, WBR18, YEC+09, LJS11].
Soft-Error [DVK15, PD15]. Soft-Processor [LA17]. Software
[HHSC10, HH13, SC11], solver [ZBR12]. Solving [GFL+15, GPP08, KM10].
Sorting [SP20]. Source [DC16, FL16, SGNB08]. Space
[JCG+12, LZF+10, LT09, HLL08]. Sparse [DBB+10]. Spatial
[SGM09, ZG16]. Special [LKJ+11]. Special-Purpose [GPP08, LGD+14]. Specific
[DDH+11, PMKMI11, RLM+17, WYZ16, LJS11]. Speculation
[CTH16, THK12]. Speed [BS15, HBA+15, NW11, ZBC+09]. SQL [ZBB+16].
Squares [FLM+17, PWP+16]. SRAM [AL16, LZF+10, Ste10].
SRAM-Based [AL16, LZF+10, Ste10]. SRCs’12 [Bec14]. SRP [KCC+14].
[CXG+12, MOG+13, SB08]. Stealing [RLM+17]. Stencil [JB15]. Step [BPFD11]. Stereo
[JM14]. Stopping [AB20]. Storage [DBLM18]. Storage- [DBLM18]. Strategies
[MCL+13]. Strategy [KMK+10]. Stratix [SMOP15, SMOP15]. Stream
[PBPLA17]. Streaming [DD18, PVB13, RMSK16]. Streams [USY17].
Strongly [ATJZ16]. Structure [LDG+14, MCC10]. Structures [DL09].
Study [BNW+10, NSS+11]. Super [ABCC09]. Super-Resolution
[ABCC09]. Supercomputer [DBB+10]. Supercomputing
[UHU09, AGY+11]. SuperDragon [TZWZ15]. Superscalar [WBR18].
Support [GdLiG+14, MSF16, PSM+14, PBPLA17]. Supporting
[DLN19, SSF+13]. Suppression [MHK+08]. Survey
[GB11, GZY+18, PDH11]. Switch [BMR16]. Switched [AL16, LL12].
Switching [AB20]. Symbol [BDX+19]. Symbol-Only [BDX+19].
Symmetric [GFBF12]. Symmetries [ZWM19]. Symposium [DH08].
Synchronous [GKM+12, PVA+10]. Synergies [MCD+18]. Synthesis
[BAMR10, BAMR13, BPPC09, DD18, GdLiG+14, HLC+15, OROS+19,
RBR16, WBC16, PANBI11]. Synthesis-Generated [HLC+15].
Synthesizable [KA17, WHQ+08]. System [AVCP20, CPN+09, GSJC13,
GS10, IBH+15, JM14, JB15, LGW+14, MSF16, TZWZ15, WBR16, ZBR12].
System-Level [GSJC13]. System-on-Chip [GS10]. SystemC [HLL08].
SystemC-based [HLL08]. Systems [ASGY12, Bec14, BKT14, BHI15,
CNE+15, CH10, GMBC17, GdLiG+14, HHSC10, HLN+10, INF+14, Kap16,
KMK+10, KBT09, MH15, MCN12, NBS13, NJLW14, PMC+14, PVA+09,
RGW10, S JIT09, VG14, ZQ19, ZNA+18, HGLS11, HH13, PDH11, ZH12].
Systems-on-Chip [GdLiG+14, VG14]. Systolic [ZCL16].

Table IABV15, Tho15. Table-Hadamard [Tho15]. Targetable [KA17].
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